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Frederique Constant and Behbehani Group
unveiled the Horological Smartwatch model
powered by MotionX-365 in Al Hamra

Thermae Premise on the 75th floor in Al Hamra
Business Tower. 

Abdul Mohsen Behbehani, Director of
Behbehani Group, and Sebastien Cretegny,
Regional Sales Director of Frederique Constant, wel-
comed guests to take a look at the Frederique
Constant horological smartwatch. 

With the introduction of these new Horological
Smartwatch models, the Swiss Watch Manufacturer
Frederique Constant has definitively managed to
preserve its design spirit in offering a “ real “ Swiss
watch, which has the addition smart feature to be
connected.

With a dial design completely “ horological “ and
proposed with a silver finishing, the model is avail-
able with an refined polished stainless steel 42mm
case.  An alligator strap finishes the models for an
elegant style, with a folding clasp for a more sporty
version.

Displaying central hours and minutes hands, the
“ smart “ counter is positioned at 6 o’clock. The small
red hand indicates you the date during the day and
will point out the moon during your sleep, while
the small steel hand shows you the percentage of
your activity or sleep goals. One of the main asset
that you have to remember is that the battery life of
these models is two years.

Powered by MotionX, the Frederique Constant
Swiss Horological Smartwatches are capable of bi-
directional communication with iPhone and
Android apps. The Swiss Horological Smartwatch is
the synthesis of high-tech innovation and tradition-
al Swiss watch craftsmanship; it is the link (no pun
intended) between modern and classic, and the
bridge between Silicon Valley and Switzerland.
There is no digital screen on the Swiss Horological
Smartwatch. Instead, the beautiful laser cut hands
on the watch dial display information in analog
form. The Swiss Horological Smartwatches retain
their natural classic beauty and can deliver the ben-
efits of the quantified self, all without ever having to

recharge a battery. 
The Frederique Constant Swiss Horological

Smartwatches will support the following function-
alities: 

• Always-on time & date
• MotionX activity tracking 
• Sleeptracker sleep monitoring
• Sleep cycle alarms
• Get-Active alerts
• Adaptive coaching
• 2+ years battery life
• MotionX cloud backup and restore
Frederique Constant Swiss Horological

Smartwatches: The beautiful Swiss watch that you
love to wear that is now smart and connected, pow-
ered by MotionX

The MotionX patented sensor-fusion engine
tracks activity and sleep patterns with high accura-
cy. Activity and sleep information is presented in
real-time on the Swiss Horological Smartwatch
using beautiful traditional analog dials. The
Frederique Constant Swiss Horological Smartwatch
synchronizes automatically with applications on
Apple and Android smartphones. On the iOS and
Android apps, simple and easy-to-understand
graphics highlight how much one has moved and
slept during the day, week, or month. This data will
assist users to better understanding themselves,
and along with appropriate goal setting and intelli-
gent coaching, will improve their well being. Better
sleep and a more active lifestyle are widely recog-
nized as simple, but effective, positive behavioral
changes. The Frederique Constant Swiss
Horological Smartwatch now combines the features
and functionality of the MotionX technology plat-
form with a luxury timepiece. 

Frederique Constant is housed under the luxury
retail conglomerate, Behbehani group, with over 75
years of experience. Behbehani Group owns and
manages a series of showrooms and stores exclu-
sively for international watch brands as well as jew-
ellery. These showrooms are located in prestigious
malls around Kuwait such as, Marina Mall, Souq
Sharq, Al-Kout, Laila Gallery, Al-Hamra Luxury
Center, The Gate Mall, Behbehani Complex and The
Avenues.

Frederique Constant & Behbehani Group reveal 
the first Swiss made Horological Smartwatch in Kuwait

Photos show people at the event. — Photos by Yasser Al-Zayat 

As tourists from the Persian Gulf countries look to
book their next holiday to escape the summer
heat, Arab investors are betting on an unusual

destination: Bosnia. The mountainous Balkan country,
which was devastated by the 1992-95 war, is becom-
ing a popular destination for tourists from the United
Arab Emirates, Kuwait and Qatar thanks to its comfort-
able summer temperatures and local Muslim commu-
nity.

Attracted by cheap land and labor, Arab investors
are looking to ride the trend. They are building thou-
sands of homes and hotels around the capital
Sarajevo and heavily promoting the destination to
middle class families looking for cheaper alternatives
to the glamorous Swiss resorts. It’s also a boost for
Bosnia’s economy, which is still recovering from the
war and struggling with unemployment of over 40
percent. All the construction is done by local compa-
nies, ensuring jobs. “Bosnia’s tourism has a bright
future,” said Jasem Ahmed Al Kanderi, the head of the
Gulf Estate Company from Kuwait. “The country is
beautiful.”

His company built and recently opened the first
Arab-funded resort in Bosnia. Located southwest of
Sarajevo, it includes 160 individual houses and apart-
ments built around an artificial lake. The gated com-

munity offers swimming pools, supermarkets, sport
facilities and views of the mountains where the Winter
Olympic Games were held in 1984. “It is a tourist vil-
lage but also an investment opportunity,” said Al
Kanderi. “We managed to promote Bosnia’s tourist
potentials in Gulf countries and we are proud to be
the first ones to complete a project.”

But the 25 million-euro ($27 million) project
appears tiny compared with the one planned by
Ismail Ahmed, the head of Buroj Property
Development from Dubai. Wearing his traditional
Arab jalabiya and sandals, Ahmed stood in the icy rain
above the plateau where his company plans to build a
2.3 billion-euro ($2.4 billion) town called Buroj Ozone
on the Bjelasnica mountain, less than 15 kilometers (9
miles) southwest of Sarajevo.

“Jannah,” or paradise in Arabic, he said as he waved
his hand over the picturesque plateau where in April
construction work will begin on 2,000 villas, 60 hotels,
186 residential buildings, a hospital, shopping malls,
restaurants and even a dancing fountain. For tourists
from the United Arab Emirates, Buroj Ozone’s altitude
at nearly 1,000 meters (3,280 feet) and an average
summer temperature of 25 degrees Celsius (77
Fahrenheit) can offer refuge from summer tempera-
tures of up to 49 degrees (120 F) in Dubai.

Ahmed acknowledges that for many, Bosnia is still
associated with its terrible war 20 years ago and over-
coming that image is a challenge. “We spent millions
on marketing,” he said. Bosnia has seen a significant
rise in tourism in recent years, with visitors from East
and West flocking to Sarajevo to see “little Jerusalem” -
a city loaded with history that features Catholic and
Christian Orthodox churches, Jewish temples and
mosques next to each other.

Overall tourism numbers are up 30 percent this
year from last year, with Austrians and Germans the
most represented nationalities. But visits from Gulf
countries are growing the fastest. The number of
Kuwaitis has more than tripled this year to 33,000.
Bosnian president Bakir Izetbegovic says the country is
slowly becoming better organized and recovering
from its past. The government is building a new high-
way that will make travel and transport easier and
allow tourists to reach the coast from Sarajevo within
an hour. “We will continue to work on the stabilization
of this country, on passing laws that will speed up
investments and make them safe,” Izetbegovic said as
he watched the opening of the Kuwaiti resort. — AP

OSENIK: Photo shows recently opened the first Arab-funded resort in Bosnia Osenik, 50 kms south of Sarajevo,
with 160 individual houses and apartments built around an artificial lake. — AP photos

Photo shows recently opened the first Arab-funded resort in Bosnia Osenik.

A shepherd protecting from rain at the plateau where his company plans to build a
euro2.3 billion town.

Photo shows recently opened the first Arab-funded resort in Bosnia Osenik.

Ismail Ahmed, right, the head of Buroj Property Development from Dubai looks at the
plateau where his company plans to build a euro 2.3 billion town.

Photo shows a billboard announcing building of euro2.3 billion ($2.4 billion) town called
Buroj Ozone on the Bjelasnica mountain area, less than 15 kilometers southwest of
Sarajevo.

Arab investors pour in billions 
to make Bosnia a holiday hit 


